
Last time we were looking at changes in tribal distributions 
since white contact. 

We found some caused completely by white influence: 
Sekani move up Peace 
Tlingit influence inland 

We found others that were going on anyway: 

Tlingit move north on coast 
Kwakiutl move south on coast 
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This time we are going to look at culture rather than tribal 
distributions. 

I want to make one thing clear: these changes in 
tribal distributions also made changes in cultural 
distributions: 

-westward movemeftt of Plains traits 
-expansion of NWC culture 

:up the coast, over the older Eyak NWC culture 
:inland to Athapaskans 

Inland Tlingit 
Tahltan 
Carrier 
Chilcotin? 

Typical NWC culture was expanding in distribution. 

We want to get to culture itself: what was the level of culture 
in our area just before contact? 
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502 -5- Culture Changes since Contact 

(Level of culture at contact) 

1. First thing we can do is deal with a number of cultural 
items which may have been absent in precontacct times. 

Miss Buckley: Sail, argillite, tobacco, Chinook jargon. 

Any more? Button Blankets, beadwork, 

2. A number of other things have sometimes been mentioned as 
post-white. These were usually ,resent in native culture, but 
were greatly intensified by contact. 

Mr. Hawkes: totem poles, NWC art, iron tools. 

;secret societies, crests, exogamy, maxrixx 

Summarize: art style, etc (present, but not so exuberant) 

3. Problem: to reconstruct the social organization and economic 
activities prior to contact. 

Miss Stott: State of the Potlatch. 

Warfare? 

4. Mrs Robinson: Cultural Position of the Nootka. 

Summary: Intensity of cultural features: 
Economy: enriched (technol. improvements, greater exchange 

value for products, incorporation into white system.) 
-rich got richer 
-rise of the middleman 
-trade increased, espec. along rivers 
-some nouveax riche got rich too. 

Basic patterns had been there, but in simpler forms. 

Social Organization: 
-~pread on map (accelerated diffusion of NWC 
features (Athap., Inland Tlingit, Carrier) 
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